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SUMMARY

This paper reviews the test techniques developed over the last several decades for flight flutter testing of aircraft. Structural excitation systems, instrumentation systems, digital data preprocessing, and parameter identification algorithms (for frequency and damping estimates from the response data) are described. Practical experiences and example test programs illustrate the combined, integrated effectiveness of the various approaches used. Finally, comments regarding the direction of future developments and needs are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Aeroelastic flutter involves the unfavorable interaction of aerodynamic, elastic, and inertia forces on structures to produce an unstable oscillation that often results in structural failure. High-speed aircraft are most susceptible to flutter although flutter has occurred at speeds of 55 mph on home-built aircraft. In fact, no speed regime is truly immune from flutter.

Aeroelasticity plays a significant role in the design of aircraft. The introduction of thinner wings, all-movable horizontal and vertical stabilizers, and T-tail configurations increases the likelihood of flutter occurring within the desired flight envelope. Today's aircraft designs undergo sophisticated aeroelastic analyses to ensure that the design is free of flutter within the flight envelope. These analytical results are often verified by wind-tunnel flutter models and ground vibration tests. Flight flutter testing provides the final verification of the analytical predictions throughout the flight envelope.

In the early years of aviation, no formal flutter testing of full-scale aircraft was carried out. The aircraft was simply flown to its maximum speed to demonstrate the aeroelastic stability of the vehicle. The first formal flutter test was carried out by Von Schlippe in 1935 in Germany (ref. 1). His approach was to vibrate the aircraft at resonant frequencies at progressively higher speeds and plot amplitude as a function of airspeed. A rise in amplitude would suggest reduced damping with flutter occurring at the asymptote of theoretically infinite amplitude as shown in figure 1. This idea was applied successfully to several German aircraft until a Junkers JU90 fluttered and crashed during flight tests in 1938.

Early test engineers were faced with inadequate instrumentation, excitation methods, and stability determination techniques. Since then, considerable improvements have been made in flight flutter test technique, instrumentation, and response data analysis. Flutter testing, however, is still a hazardous test for several reasons. First, one still must fly close to actual flutter speeds before imminent instabilities can be detected. Second, subcritical damping trends cannot be accurately extrapolated to predict stability at higher airspeeds. Third, the aeroelastic stability may change abruptly from a stable condition to one that is unstable with only a few knots' change in airspeed.

This paper presents a historical overview of the development of flight flutter testing, including a history of aircraft flutter incidents. The development of excitation systems, instrumentation systems, and stability determination methods is reviewed as it pertains to flight flutter testing.

FLUTTER HISTORY

The first recorded flutter incident was on a Handley Page O/400 twin engine biplane bomber in 1916. The flutter mechanism consisted of a coupling of the fuselage torsion mode with an antisymmetric elevator rotation mode. The elevators on this airplane were independently actuated. The solution to the problem was to interconnect the elevators with a torque tube (ref. 2).

Control surface flutter began to appear during World War I. Wing-aileron flutter was widely encountered during this time (ref. 3). Von Baumhauer and Koning suggested the use of a mass balance about the control surface hinge line as a means of avoiding this type of flutter. Although some mild instances of control surface flutter were encountered afterward, these were usually eliminated by increasing the mass balance of the control surface.

After World War I, higher airspeeds and a shift from external wire-braced biplanes to aircraft with cantilevered
wings resulted in more wing flutter incidents. Primary surface flutter began to appear around 1925 (ref. 4). Air racers experienced many incidents of flutter from the mid-1920's until the mid-1930's as attempts were made to break speed records. References 3, 4, and 5 give many examples of these incidents.

Another form of flutter dealt with in the 1930's was servo tab flutter. Collar (ref. 3) predicted that this type of flutter would be around for many years. This prediction was correct, for between 1947 and 1956, 11 cases of tab flutter incidences were reported for military aircraft alone (ref. 6). Even today servo tab flutter is still a problem. In 1986, the T-46A trainer experienced aileron flutter during a test flight that was being flown to find the proper amount of mass balance. These ailerons were free floating and driven by tabs at the trailing edge of the aileron (ref. 7).

New aeroelastic problems emerged as aircraft could fly at transonic speeds. In 1944, while flight testing the new P-80 airplane, NACA pilots reported an incident of aileron buzz (ref. 5). From 1947 to 1956, there were 21 incidences of flutter involving transonic control surface buzz. Prototypes of both the F-100 and F-14 fighters had incidences of rudder buzz. Today, the transonic flight regime is still considered the most critical from a flutter standpoint.

Chuck Yeager first achieved supersonic speeds in level flight in 1947. Supersonic flutter then began to be studied more seriously as these speeds became routinely flown. Supersonic speeds also produced a new type of flutter known as panel flutter. Panel flutter involves constant amplitude standing or traveling waves in aircraft skin coverings. This type of instability could lead to abrupt fatigue failure, so the avoidance of panel flutter is important. In the 1950's a fighter airplane was lost because of a failed hydraulic line that was attached to a panel that had experienced such panel flutter (ref. 5).

The carriage of external stores affects the aeroelastic stability of an aircraft. Seven incidents of flutter from 1947 to 1956 involved the carriage of external stores, as well as pylon-mounted engines (ref. 5). The stores carriage problem is still significant today, particularly with the many store configurations that an airplane can carry. Certain combinations of external stores carried by the F-16, F-18, and F-111 aircraft produce an aeroelastic instability known as a limit cycle oscillation (LCO) (refs. 8 and 9). Although these oscillations are mostly characterized by sinusoidal oscillations of limited amplitude, flight testing has shown that the amplitudes may either decrease or increase as a function of load factor (angle of attack) and airspeed.

Much has been learned about the prevention of flutter through proper aircraft design. Flight flutter incidences still occur, however, on primary lifting surfaces as for the F-117 stealth fighter (ref. 10) and the E-6 Tacamo (ref. 11) aircraft, both of which experienced vertical fin flutter.

DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST TECHNIQUES

Von Schlippe conducted the first formal flight flutter test in Germany in 1935. The objective of his test method was to lessen the risk associated with flutter testing. The usual practice at this time was to fly the airplane to the maximum speed and then to observe the stability of the structure.

Von Schlippe's technique consisted of exciting the structure using a rotating unbalance weight, measuring the response amplitude, and then recording the response amplitude as a function of airspeed. The forced response amplitude would rapidly increase as the aircraft approached its flutter speed. Therefore, the flutter speed could be estimated from data obtained at subcritical airspeeds.

The Germans successfully used this technique until 1938 when a Junkers JU90 aircraft fluttered in flight and crashed. Inadequate structural excitation equipment and unsatisfactory response measurement and recording equipment were identified as probable causes for this accident (ref. 4).

The United States attempted this technique in the 1940's with flutter tests of a Martin XPBM-1 flying boat and a Cessna AT-8 airplane (ref. 4). Figure 2, taken from reference 4, shows the response amplitude data as a function of airspeed. The graph shows that destructive flutter for this airplane was averted by the narrowest of margins during this flight test.

![Figure 2. Response amplitude ratio as a function of airspeed (ref. 4).]
In the late 1950's, excitation systems consisted of inertia shakers, manual control surface pulses, and thrusters (bonkers). Instrumentation had improved and response signals were then being telemetered to the ground for display and analysis. Some programs still displayed response signals on oscillographs in the airplane. Many experimenters realized the importance of adequate structural excitation for obtaining a high signal-to-noise ratio (ref. 12). The use of oscillating vanes to excite the structure was being considered during this time.

From the 1950's until the 1970's, many aircraft were equipped with excitation systems. Frequency sweeps were made to identify resonances. These sweeps were often followed by a frequency dwell–quick stop at each resonant frequency. In-flight analysis was usually limited to log decrement analysis of accelerometer decay traces on strip charts to determine damping.

The F-111 program is an example of this procedure. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the process, taken from reference 13. Filtered and unfiltered accelerometer response data were displayed on strip charts and on X-Y frequency sweep plotters. Damping was manually determined from the frequency dwell–quick stop decay traces. Computers were not used for analysis of the data.

The P6M aircraft program took a departure from this methodology (ref. 14). This flight flutter program used random atmospheric turbulence to excite the structure and spectral analysis to analyze the response data for stability. The objective of this technique was to use every minute of flight time for dynamics data and to eliminate special test points for flutter.

Since the 1970's, digital computers have significantly affected flight flutter testing techniques. The computer has allowed for the rapid calculation of the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Computers have fostered the development of more sophisticated data processing algorithms that are useful for analysis of response data from either steady-state or transient excitation. Frequency and damping are

![Figure 3. F-111 flight flutter test procedure (ref. 13).](image-url)
A computer acquires the data for analysis to determine frequency and damping estimates. The test director, who communicates with the test aircraft, has access to all of this information to make decisions on continuing the flutter envelope expansion.

Although flight flutter test techniques have advanced, today’s techniques are still based upon the same three components as Von Schlippe’s method: structural excitation, response measurement, and data analysis for stability. Technology development associated with each component will be reviewed and a discussion of the impact on the safety of flight flutter testing will follow.

**EXCITATION SYSTEMS**

Structural excitation is a necessary part of the flight flutter testing methodology. Detection of impending aeroelastic instabilities cannot be made without adequate excitation. Adequate excitation provides energy to excite
all of the selected vibration modes with sufficient magnitudes to accurately assess stability from the response data.

The Transavia PL12/T-400 airplane (ref. 16) clearly demonstrated the importance of adequate excitation levels in 1986. This airplane was excited on the initial flight tests by control surface pulses and random atmospheric turbulence. Flutter did not occur during the flight test. In a subsequent flight, the airplane experienced violent oscillations of the rudder and tail boom when it was flown in rough weather conditions. These weather conditions provided higher levels of excitation than the levels induced during the flight flutter test.

In the 1930's, the Germans decided that improper exciter location resulted in poor responses that prevented the determination of the onset of flutter and sometimes resulted in flutter occurring unexpectedly (ref. 4). In the 1950's, the United States learned that low excitation levels tend to give a large scatter in the damping values estimated from the response data. In addition, the estimated values suggested lower aerodynamic damping than actually existed. During flutter testing of the B-58 airplane (ref. 17), it was found that a structural excitation level at least three to four times higher than was obtained by random atmospheric turbulence was necessary to provide an acceptable level of excitation.

The excitation system must not only provide adequate force levels but must also (1) provide adequate excitation over the desired frequency range of interest, (2) be lightweight so as not to affect the modal characteristics of the airplane, and (3) have power requirements (electric or hydraulic) that the airplane can meet. It is difficult for any one system to meet these requirements simultaneously. Over the years, many types of excitation have been tried with varying degrees of success. Some more common means include control surface pulses, oscillating control surfaces, thrusters, inertial exciters, aerodynamic vanes, and random atmospheric turbulence.

**Control Surface Pulses**

Manual control surface pulses were the first means of excitation. This provided sudden control surface movements. Depending on the type of control system, modes up to about 10 Hz can be excited this way. Such pulses approximate a delta function that theoretically has a high frequency content. Two benefits of this type of excitation are that no special excitation equipment is required and that the transient response signature of the structure is easy to analyze for stability. Test duration for each pulse is short, so many can be applied at each test point.

There are several drawbacks, however. First, it is difficult to get repeatable pulses, and thus the degree of excitation is inconsistent. Second, either the pilot cannot provide a sharp enough input or the control system is unable to provide a sharp enough disturbance to excite any critical flutter modes above 10 Hz. Third, such pulses often do not provide an adequate level of excitation to determine the onset of flutter. The fact that flight was possible beyond the flutter speed without exciting flutter with pulses was demonstrated during a flight flutter test in the 1950's (ref. 18). The purpose of this particular flight was to investigate the stability of a vertical stabilizer. The structure was excited using rudder pulses and by thrusters (impulse generator). The thrusters excited flutter at a speed 5 knots below that where the structure was previously excited by rudder pulses without incident.

In spite of their limitations, control surface pulses have continued in use to excite the structures of many airplanes since 1950. The F-101 (mid-1950's), the early testing of the F-4 aircraft (late 1950's), the A-7A (1965), some of the early Boeing 747 flutter testing (1969), and low-speed testing of the DC-10 airplane (1970) all used control surface pulses for structural excitation.

Flight control surface pulses are still used today as excitation for flight testing. Most modern fly-by-wire flight control systems (analog and digital), however, have low-pass filters in the stick input path that filter out high-frequency signal content. For example, the F-16XL airplane flight control system has a 1.6-Hz low-pass filter (single pole) in the stick input path that would washout any sharp stick motion commands to the control surface actuators. Manual control surface pulses are still used today on most small aircraft and sailplanes because this is usually the only affordable type of excitation for these aircraft.

**Oscillating Control Surfaces**

Commanded oscillations of the control surfaces were also used in the 1950's. The XF3H-1 airplane used an oscillating rudder for excitation to investigate a rudder buzz instability (ref. 19). The rudder was oscillated by supplying a variable frequency command signal into the rudder servo of the autopilot system. This system could excite over a frequency range of 5 to 35 Hz and with the frequency stepped every 3 sec by an automatic rotary switch located in the cockpit.

In the mid-1960's, electronic function generators were developed to provide signals to control surface servos in the autopilot system. These function generators provided signals to oscillate the horizontal stabilator and the ailerons of the F-4 airplane (ref. 19). The stabilator could
These devices produce transient responses of short duration and are commonly used for structural excitation. These small, single-shot, solid-propellant rockets, or impulse generators, are an early device circa (1940) known as thrusters (ref. 19). Often, special actuators are required to excite critical high-frequency modes, as was the case for the X-4 flutter testing (ref. 19).

This method of excitation has been successfully used for the X-31 and YF-22 airplanes and for the stores clearance work on the F-16, F-15, and F-18 airplanes. The X-31 airplane could sweep frequencies from 0.1 to 100 Hz. Although significant actuator roll-off occurred above 20 Hz, the combination of aerodynamic force at low frequencies and control surface inertia forces at higher frequencies provided adequate excitation for this airplane (ref. 20).

The primary advantage of this type of system is that no additional hardware is required except for an excitation control box located in the cockpit. As a result, the flutter speed of the airplane is not affected as it might be with other types of excitation systems.

A disadvantage of this type of system is the frequency response limitations of the control surface actuators. Often, special actuators are required to excite critical high-frequency modes, as was the case for the F-4 flutter testing (ref. 19).

Thrusters

Thrusters, sometimes known as bonkers, ballistic exciters or impulse generators, are an early device circa (1940) used for structural excitation. These small, single-shot, solid-propellant rockets have burn times of 18-26 msec and maximum thrust levels of 400-4,000 lbs (ref. 21).

Thrusters are simple, lightweight devices that generally do not affect the modal characteristics of the airplane. These devices produce transient responses of short duration, which is important when the airplane has to dive to attain a test condition.

The disadvantages for these devices include single-shot operation, difficulty in firing two or more either in phase or out of phase with respect to each other, and their inability to provide a wide frequency band of excitation. Usually required are thrusters with three different burn times to excite modes in a frequency range that covers 5 to 50 Hz.

Thrusters were used for part of the flutter clearance of the F-101 airplane in the mid 1950's. Six thrusters were mounted on each wingtip, three on top and three on the bottom. Use of these devices was partially successful for this program (ref. 18).

Thrusters were also used by Douglas Aircraft Company in the 1950's (ref. 19) on several airplanes to investigate flutter characteristics. Thrusters were also used for portions of the F-4 flutter testing in the early 1960's. Since then, thrusters have not been used in the United States for any major flight flutter test program.

Inertial Exciters

A large variety of rotating eccentric weight and oscillating weight inertia exciters have also been tried. The rotating unbalance exciter was widely used for flight flutter testing in the 1940's and 1950's. These systems derive their forces from mass reactions. The inertia force is proportional to the exciter weight multiplied by the square of the rotating speed. As a result, the excitation capability may be limited at lower frequencies and excessive at higher frequencies.

The Martin XPBM-1 flying boat flight flutter test program used such a system. The precise control of frequency was difficult with the equipment available, thus the exciter would not stay tuned on the resonant frequency. One method of tuning the exciter frequency, as done by a Convair F-92 pilot in 1950, was by observing a meter in the cockpit that measured the response of selected vibration pickups during flutter tests (ref. 4).

The magnitude of the forces required to adequately excite an airplane is usually very large. As a result, the hardware required to produce the unbalance forces often could not be contained within the wing contour. In addition, these systems often are very heavy and raise concerns about the effect on the modal characteristics of the airplane that they are installed on. For example, the rotating unbalance equipment designed for (but never installed on) the XB-36 had a maximum force output of 1000 lb, and installation in each wing weighed between 400 and 500 lb (ref. 12).

Inertia shakers were used for the B-58 flutter testing in the early 1950's. These shakers were hydraulically powered and electrically controlled and were used to excite a frequency range of 5 to 40 Hz. The overall dimensions were 4.5 by 4.5 by 8.5 in., and each unit weighed 25 lb. The force output was 40 lb at 7.5 Hz and 150 lb at 40 Hz; the force level increased linearly between these two frequency values (ref. 17). This type of shaker worked well, particularly in exciting the higher frequency modes of the airplane.
The Convair F-102A, which was flutter tested in the late 1950's, also used inertial shakers. In the frequency range between 5 and 50 Hz, the force varied from approximately 20 to 300 lb. This shaker was sufficiently compact to be installed inside the wingtip, which has a depth of 4.5 in. The weight of the shaker was 8.5 lb (ref. 22).

After the 1950's, inertia exciters were not used extensively. However, there has been limited use of such systems to provide partial structural excitation for the F-14 horizontal stabilizer, the F-111 horizontal and vertical stabilizer, and the X-29 flaperon. The B-1A airplane also used an inertia shaker system (fig. 5) for flight flutter testing. The system consisted of five hydraulically driven, electronically controlled, oscillating mass exciters. One exciter was placed at each wingtip, one at each horizontal stabilizer tip, and one at the tip of the vertical stabilizer. Each wingtip and horizontal stabilizer tip could be operated in and out of phase with respect to each other. This system was capable of producing a maximum force of about 550 lb of force with an exciter weighing approximately 40 lb (ref. 23). This system adequately excited the modes of interest and was essential for safely expanding the flight envelope.

Aerodynamic Vanes

An aerodynamic vane consists of a small airfoil that is usually mounted to the tip of a wing or stabilizer. The vane is generally mounted on a shaft, driven either electrically or hydraulically, and oscillates about some mean angle. Oscillation of the vane will result in a varying aerodynamic force acting on the airplane. The amount of force depends on the size of the vane, dynamic pressure, and angle of rotation.

Aerodynamic vanes were first used in the 1950's. The YB-52 airplane used a wingtip oscillating airfoil shaker for flight flutter testing (ref. 24). This wingtip unit weighed 150 lb and was mounted on the right wingtip only. A similar amount of weight was installed on the opposite wingtip. Typical sweep times were approximately 7 min. The excitation frequency could be varied from 1.4 to 10 Hz.

Since then, many flight flutter test programs have used the aerodynamic vane as a means of excitation. These programs include the DC-10, L-1011, Boeing 747, Boeing 757, S-3A, F-14, F-111, A-10, C-17, and T-46A. Tables 1 and 2 which were taken from reference 13, show the characteristics of some of these excitation systems.

The advantage of this type of system is that it can excite low frequencies well; the amplitude at high frequencies is limited only by the response characteristics of the vane drive mechanism. The excitation frequency and amplitude at a given airspeed can be controlled, and the force time history produced is repeatable.

The main disadvantage is that the maximum force produced varies with the square of the equivalent airspeed. Other disadvantages include the addition of mass, the disturbance of the normal airflow around the wingtip or stabilizer tip with the vane present, and the large power requirements usually needed to operate this system.

There are two notable variations of the oscillating aerodynamic vane concept: a rotating vane and a fixed vane with a rotating slotted cylinder attached to the vane trailing edge.

The C-5A airplane excitation system consisted of a rotating vane mounted on top of the wing at each tip and on top of each horizontal stabilizer at each tip (ref. 13). The vanes were continuously rotated through 360 degrees, and both sets of vanes were synchronized to provide either symmetric or antisymmetric excitation. This system produced periodic excitation to the structure and was successfully used for flight flutter testing.

The fixed vane with a slotted rotating cylinder attached to the trailing edge (fig. 6) was developed by W. Reed (ref. 25). The vane/cylinder assembly weighs approximately 10 lb. The device generates periodic lifting forces by alternately deflecting the airflow upward and downward through the slot. This system was used for the flutter clearance of a F-16XL airplane with a modified laminar flow glove (ref. 26). Frequency sweeps were conducted from 5 to 35 Hz for this program. The system uses exceptionally little electric power and is easy to install.
### Table 1. Summary of aerodynamic excitation systems used in U.S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airplane</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Time to sweep, sec</th>
<th>Sweep law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>747</td>
<td>Wings</td>
<td>External vanes at wingtips</td>
<td>1.5–7.0 Hz</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-10</td>
<td>Wings horizontal</td>
<td>External vanes at tips of main surfaces</td>
<td>1–20 Hz and 1–10 Hz</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1011</td>
<td>Wing stabilizer</td>
<td>External vanes</td>
<td>1–18 Hz 3–25 Hz</td>
<td>90 30</td>
<td>Linear period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-3A</td>
<td>Side of fuselage under stabilizer</td>
<td>External vanes</td>
<td>1.5–18 Hz 3–25 Hz</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Linear period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-5A</td>
<td>Wing stabilizer</td>
<td>External vanes on top of surfaces near tips</td>
<td>.5–25 Hz</td>
<td>60 normal 30 dive only</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-14</td>
<td>Wing fin</td>
<td>Aero-tab External vane</td>
<td>5–50 Hz</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-15</td>
<td>Normal control</td>
<td>Right side stabilizer only</td>
<td>2–16 Hz 5–10 Hz</td>
<td>100–200 45</td>
<td>Linear frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-111</td>
<td>Wing</td>
<td>Aero-tab</td>
<td>35–2 Hz</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Summary of inertial excitation systems used in U.S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airplane</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Frequency Range</th>
<th>Time to sweep, sec</th>
<th>Sweep law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-14</td>
<td>Horizontal tail</td>
<td>Right side stabilizer only</td>
<td>5–50 Hz</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-111</td>
<td>Horizontal, vertical tail surfaces</td>
<td>Inboard on stabilizer near side of fuselage, top of fin</td>
<td>35–2 Hz</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Random Atmospheric Turbulence

Atmospheric turbulence has been used for structural excitation in many flight flutter test programs (ref. 15). The greatest attraction to this type of excitation is that no special onboard exciter hardware is required. Turbulence excites all of the surfaces simultaneously, which causes both symmetric and antisymmetric modes to be excited at the same time. This method eliminates the need to perform symmetric or antisymmetric sweeps.

Natural turbulence is the random variation in wind speed and direction. Turbulence is generally produced by weather-front winds and thermal activities; the extent of turbulence within an air mass can vary widely. Reference 27 provides an excellent description of turbulence and its use for excitation in flight flutter testing.

This approach was tried in the late 1950's. The P6M Seamaster flight flutter program (ref. 14) used random atmospheric turbulence to excite the structure and spectral analysis to analyze the response data for stability. Objectives of this technique were to use every minute of flight time for dynamics data and to eliminate special test flights for flutter. The YF-16 also used random atmospheric
turbulence along with the random decrement technique for data analysis to clear the flutter envelope of the basic airplane (ref. 28).

Although this method has been used with some success over the years, there are several disadvantages. The turbulence that is found is often not intense enough to produce sufficient excitation compared with that obtained with onboard exciters. Turbulence usually excites only the lower frequency modes for most airplanes. Long data records are required to obtain results with a sufficiently high statistical confidence level. The signal-to-noise ratio of the response data is often low, which makes data analysis very difficult. Flight time is lost looking for sufficient turbulence, and turbulence often interferes with other engineering disciplines data.

Figure 7 compares the power spectrum plots obtained from the F-16XL airplane excited by random atmospheric turbulence and by a vane with a slotted rotating cylinder attached to the trailing edge. The turbulence was reported to be light-to-moderate for this flight condition. All of the structural modes were excited by the vane, while only the 8-Hz mode was well excited by turbulence. This data comparison clearly indicates the poor data quality that is typically obtained with random atmospheric turbulence.

This flight test program also illustrates the lessons learned during the B-58 flutter test program. Inadequate excitation levels usually give a large scatter of the estimated damping values, and the estimated damping values often indicate lower damping than actually exists. A comparison of response data damping values from random atmospheric turbulence and vane excitation (fig. 8) shows that the turbulence response data, which have a lower excitation level, consistently have lower estimated damping values.

Although the flutter envelopes of many modern aircraft (i.e., X-29A, advanced fighter technology integration (AFTI) F-111 mission adaptive wing, AFTI F-16, Schweizer SA 2-37A motor glider, and F-15 short takeoff and landing/maneuver technology demonstrator) have been cleared using atmospheric turbulence, caution should be used when using this form of excitation to ensure that the critical flutter mode has been excited throughout the flight envelope.

**INSTRUMENTATION**

The instrumentation used to record the structural responses of an airplane to excitation is another critical component of flight flutter testing methodology. The response data must be measured at enough locations and be of high enough quality that the flight can be conducted safely. Included in the instrumentation system is the measurement, telemetry, recording, and displaying of the flight data.
Figure 7. Comparison of excitation of the left-wing aft accelerometer at Mach 0.9 and 30,000 ft (ref. 26).

Figure 8. Structural damping values for wing bending modes (ref. 26).

Measurement

The most commonly used transducers to measure the excited response of a structure have been the accelerometer and strain-gage bridge. The selection of the device to use often depends on the ease with which installation can be accomplished, although today the more commonly used device is the accelerometer.

Accelerometers used in the early 1940’s were large and heavy. As an example, the accelerometers were about 3 in. high, 2 in. wide, and weighed about 1 lb. Subminiature accelerometers were developed later and these were lighter but still were large (1/2-in. high, and 1-in. wide).

The calibration of these devices drifted during operation mainly because of the electronics in use then.

The accelerometers used for the B-58 flutter testing in the 1950’s were of the strain-gage type. These were fluid damped devices. To minimize the effects of the outside air temperature on the damping, these units had built-in electric heaters to maintain a constant temperature of 165° F (ref. 17).

Piezoelectric accelerometers have been developed such that miniature units today weigh less than one-tenth of an ounce, operate in a temperature range of -65 to 200° F, have high sensitivity, have a linear frequency range of 1 to 10,000 Hz, and have amplitude linearity from 1 to 500 g.
Typically the dimensions are as small as 0.25 in. wide and 0.15 in. high. Today's accelerometers accurately measure the structural response in almost any kind of environment.

Subminiature instrumentation has also been developed as self-contained peel and stick devices (ref. 29). Each unit contains a battery, sensor, antenna, processor, and transmitter. These devices do not require any wiring and the signals may be transmitted either to a receiver located on board the airplane or directly to a receiver located on the ground within a small flight radius of the transmitter. Advances such as this will significantly reduce the cost associated with flutter testing.

Telemetry and Recording

Recording equipment was not adequate during the 1930's and was cited as a possible reason that the Germans lost several airplanes during flutter testing (ref. 4) in that decade. In the 1930's, a Junker JU86 airplane underwent flight flutter testing to identify the effects of balance weights on rudder stability. The recording system used was a thin wire attached to the rudder, which mechanically actuated a recorder installed in the observer's seat of the airplane (ref. 4).

During the 1940's, the accelerometer responses were recorded on photographic oscillographs mounted in the cockpit or airplane cabin. These devices required a developing time for the paper; the time history responses could not be viewed immediately as a result.

In the 1950's, data were commonly FM/FM telemetered to the ground, recorded on magnetic tape, and then displayed on strip chart recorders. The telemetry systems during this period were small and typically only 8 to 12 channels of data could be telemetered to the ground (refs. 30, 31, and 32). As a result, on-board tape recorders captured all of the flight data while the recorders on the ground captured only the data that could be sent down from the airplane. The ground tapes were typically noisier than the onboard tapes mainly because of data-transmission problems.

Pulse code modulation (PCM) or digital telemetry was initiated in the 1960's, although FM/FM telemetry was still widely used for flutter testing because of the frequency bandwidth required. The PCM telemetry significantly increases the number of parameters that can be transmitted to the ground but requires a filter to prevent frequency aliasing of the analog response signal during digital sampling on board the airplane.

The frequency bandwidth of PCM systems had increased significantly by the 1980's. A frequency bandwidth of 200 Hz is easily attainable and sufficient for most flutter applications. As a result, PCM telemetry is now usually preferred for most flight flutter testing.

Today the available portable digital recorders are compact and can acquire data from flight instrumentation for storage within the unit's computer memory. Direct storage of the data eliminates the need for expensive equipment associated with PCM systems. Although these units can acquire a limited amount of data, they have been used for low-cost flutter testing (for example, the Pond Racer airplane). The data from the unit's computer memory are downloaded after each flight into a digital computer for analysis.

Displays

Computers were used to manipulate and display data to some extent during the 1950's. Analog computers were sometimes used to add, subtract, multiply, integrate, and filter the data signals telemetered (ref. 30) and then to display these signals on strip charts for the flutter engineer.

Sometimes the pilot had a small cathode ray tube oscilloscope in the cockpit to display the decay trace of a single, selected accelerometer (ref. 33). The pilot was briefed before each flight by the flutter engineer on the anticipated response amplitudes and safe operating limits.

In the 1950's, data were primarily displayed on strip charts in the control room for analysis by the flutter engineer. Strip chart capabilities have greatly increased, and today strip charts continue to be the primary device to display real-time accelerometer and strain-gage response time histories.

In the 1970's, computer technology had advanced to the point that it became feasible to use a computer to perform online stability analysis of the flight flutter test data. Computers were also used to provide discrete and alphanumeric in the control room. Many basic airplane parameters, such as Mach number, airspeed, angles of attack and sideslip, and fuel quantities, could now be displayed on cathode-ray tubes. This display provided the flutter engineer with the ability to more closely monitor the flight test conditions of the airplane.

In the 1980's, it became possible to provide the pilot a real-time guidance system for maintaining flight conditions. With this system the pilot flies the airplane to minimize the computed differences between the desired and actual flight condition (Mach number and altitude). The computed differences are telemetered to the airplane from a ground-based computer. The pilot then uses a cockpit display as an aid to reach and hold desired test conditions;
this has resulted in exceptionally accurate stabilized flight test conditions (ref. 34).

Figure 9 shows how aircraft instrumentation, data recording, and real-time support in the ground station have changed since the 1940's. In summary, removing the flutter engineer from the airplane during the test, having increasingly reliable and accurate instrumentation, and having ground stations with highly specialized test capabilities has significantly reduced the hazard of flight flutter testing.

DATA REDUCTION METHODS

The next component of flight flutter testing methodology is the analysis of the response signal. The response signal can consist of random response caused by atmospheric turbulence or exciter input, transient responses caused by either impulse input or exciter frequency dwell-quick stops, or steady-state responses caused by exciter frequency sweeps. The accurate and timely evaluation of this data to determine stability is critical to the overall safety of the flight flutter test program.

In the 1930's and 1940's, the methods used consisted of measuring the response amplitude caused by a frequency sweep or determining the damping from a response caused by a control surface pulse. These data were recorded on an oscillograph recorder. All of this analysis was usually done by hand between flights, because no computers with sophisticated identification algorithms were available. The damping estimation consisted of using the log decrement method on the decay portion of a time history response. Occasionally, in lieu of telemetry, the flutter engineer was on board the airplane to do these analyses (ref. 4).

As telemetry became more available in the 1950's, the data analysis methods just described were still used, but the analysis was generally conducted on the ground. It became more common to excite the airplane at stabilized test points, analyze the response for stability, and then clear the airplane to the next higher airspeed (refs. 17, 22, and 24).

![Figure 9. Evolution of instrumentation, data recording and real-time support requirements.](image-url)
Data transmission problems usually added noise to the telemetered data. Filtering of the response data was common to reduce the scatter in the damping estimates. Data were often passed through a filter to reduce the data to a single-degree-of-freedom response. Closely spaced modes, however, proved to be difficult to separate for damping estimation using these analysis techniques.

Another method for enhancing the data analysis was to add and subtract time history signals. The symmetric and antisymmetric modes could then be separated, reducing the modal density of the response signal (ref. 32).

In the 1950's, vector plotting (ref. 31) and spectral analysis (ref. 14) were also used to determine stability. Modal damping was not estimated from the spectral analysis technique. This analysis only provided the frequencies and amplitudes of the response signal being analyzed.

These manual or analog analysis techniques continued to be used until the 1970's. Using tracking filters during an exciter frequency sweep improved the data quality obtained. Such a technique was used in the 1960's (ref. 19) to filter data provided to an analyzer to produce a real-time plot of frequency and amplitude. Even so, no phase or damping information was available from this approach.

By 1970, digital computer systems could be used for interactive analysis of flight data. During the early 1970's, the fast Fourier transform was implemented on the computer, providing the capability to obtain frequency content of acquired signals in less than a second. The speed of computers then allowed parameter identification algorithms to be programmed for estimation of damping from the response signals.

The F-14 and F-15 aircraft programs were among the first to take advantage of this advance in technology. For the F-14, an equation error identification technique was used to estimate frequency and damping information (ref. 37). The F-15 program used an analysis technique to predict the flutter boundary based on frequency and damping data acquired at subcritical speeds (ref. 38). Other programs, that used the random decrement technique, such as the YF-16 (ref. 28), also took advantage of the increased capabilities of the digital computer to increase the efficiency and safety of flight flutter testing.

Since the 1970's, many identification algorithms have been developed to estimate frequency and damping from flight flutter data. References 39 and 40 are excellent reports on modal parameter estimation and provide numerous references for the many different approaches taken.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Current State-of-the-Art

Today, the typical approach to flight flutter testing is to fly the aircraft at several stabilized test points arranged in increasing order of dynamic pressure and Mach number. Data are analyzed at these points only. The number of stabilized test points required to clear the flutter envelope of an airplane is typically high and consequently requires many flights to accomplish them. For example, the F-14 required 489 shaker sweeps to clear the basic airplane flight envelope; 177 shaker sweeps were required for the Gulfstream III; and 264 shaker sweeps were required for the Gulfstream II ER airplane (ref. 37). The F-15 required 132 shaker sweeps and 156 frequency dwells to clear the basic airplane flight envelope (ref. 41).

The data obtained at each stabilized test point establish a damping trend as a function of airspeed. Information is then extrapolated to predict the stability of the next planned test point. This practice is questionable because actual damping trends can be nonlinear. The most critical part of expanding the flutter envelope is the acceleration from one test point to the next. During this phase, response data are not being quantitatively analyzed. Instead, engineers, relying on intuition and experience, are limited to real-time monitoring of sensor responses on strip charts.

An examination of several flight flutter test programs shows the effectiveness of the techniques used today to warn of the onset of flutter. Figure 10 shows the frequency and damping trend information obtained, in near-real-time, during the flutter testing of the KC-135 airplane.

![Figure 10. Frequency and damping trends established from flight data.](image-url)
configured with winglets (ref. 42). The aircraft structure was excited by pilot-induced control surface pulses and damping was estimated using an FFT algorithm (ref. 15). The subcritical damping trend for a 2.6-Hz and 3.0-Hz mode indicated that as airspeed was increased, these two modes coupled and caused a decrease in the damping level. The damping level decreased with increasing airspeed until it was no longer safe to continue the test. In this instance, the techniques used provided a sufficient and adequate warning of the onset of flutter mainly because the decrease in damping was gradual.

Figure 11 shows the damping trend obtained in near-real time for an F-16 airplane configured with AIM-9J missiles, GBU-8 stores, and 370-gal external fuel tanks (ref. 15). Flight of the airplane with this store configuration is characterized by an LCO. Decay traces were obtained by using the flaperons to excite the structure with frequency dwells—quick stops. The damping was estimated using FFT algorithms. This set of data provided a unique opportunity to validate the accuracy of this algorithm because this configuration could be safely flown to a condition of zero damping. A linear extrapolation of the data trend provided an instability airspeed prediction that agreed closely with the actual instability onset airspeed encountered.

Although today’s techniques appear adequate to warn of the on-set of flutter for gradual decreases in damping, it is doubtful that sudden changes in damping, which may occur between flutter test points, can be predicted with the accuracy and timeliness required to avoid flutter.

Future of Flight Flutter Testing

The future of flight flutter testing has been defined at several times. The flutter testing symposia held in 1958 and 1975 identified future directions and needs (refs. 43 and 44). These symposia proceedings will be reviewed to confirm the progress made toward those needs. Our future needs will then be presented.

1958 Flight Flutter Test Symposium

The final sentence in reference 4, which was presented at the 1958 flight flutter test symposium, was, “It is hoped that improvements in test techniques will eventually result in flight flutter tests that will give all the information wanted and will be considerably less hazardous than they are today.” Reference 17 stated that improvements needed were to shorten the time required to obtain data and to provide complete and higher quality data. The way to fulfill this need was to automate the data-reduction equipment. Reference 22 stated the need for completely automatic excitation, data-recording and data-reduction systems.

1975 Flutter Testing Techniques Symposium

The 1975 symposium contained several papers describing the application of techniques that used computers to estimate frequency and damping from flight flutter test data. Two future needs identified from the papers presented at the symposium were (1) to further develop parameter estimation algorithms that would provide better estimates from noisy data and closely spaced modes (ref. 28), and (2) to develop effective noise reduction and transfer function enhancement (ref. 45). The high-speed computer was identified as the tool for developing advanced data analysis methods that would more fully satisfy the desired objectives of flight flutter testing (ref. 46). Most agreed that the current (i.e., 1975) techniques were faster and, more accurate, increased safety, and reduced flight test time when compared with previous methods of flight flutter testing.

The future needs expressed in the 1958 symposium were partially met at the time of the 1975 symposium. Flight flutter testing was, more automated, and the data were complete and of higher quality. The time required to acquire the data was not significantly less because most of the flight test organizations were conducting sine sweeps at stabilized test points. Testing was less hazardous in 1975 than in the 1950’s, although reference 47 warned that the current techniques may still not predict flutter for explosive flutter cases. Reference 48 recommended that frequency and damping estimates for clearance to the next flutter test point be made between flights.

Recommendations for Future Research and Development

Online, real-time monitoring of aeroelastic stability during flight testing needs to be developed and implemented.
Techniques such as modal filtering (refs. 49 and 50) can uncouple response measurements to produce simplified, single-degree-of-freedom responses. These responses could then be accurately analyzed with less sophisticated algorithms that are more able to run in real time. The ideal display would show predicted frequency and damping values being compared with flight test values in real time.

Real-time monitoring of stability eliminates the most hazardous part of flight flutter testing, which is the acceleration from one test point to the next. Such monitoring also eliminates the need for stabilized test points, which is extremely time consuming.

Broad-band excitation techniques also need to be developed so that a response signal of sufficient amplitude over the entire frequency range of interest is continually provided for real-time analysis.

New methods should be researched to permit a reliable determination of flutter speed at a speed that is well below the actual one. The technique proposed by Nissim (ref. 51), which is based on identifying the coefficients of the equations of motion followed by solving of these equations to determine the flutter speed, may be one approach. The whole process of flight flutter testing needs to be fully automated so flight flutter testing can be done much faster but more safely.
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